
TESTIMONIAL  
After meeting Daniel for the first time he was full of enthusiasm, charismatic and 
energic and I knew I needed this positivity In my team. This was simply one of the 
best decisions I made whilst recruiting the pre-opening team at the Park Regis 
Hotel in Birmingham.

During the 3 years Dan worked for me his drive to secure revenue, attention to 
detail, resilience to be the best helped us beat budget year after year. His 
personality and account management style helped secure loyal customers from 
agents to corporates. He always went the extra mile for clients and came up with 
creative ways to do this. He grew and developed solid relationships which put 
him in a solid position to launch the PA Forum which has grown to a nation wide 
success.

I will be working with Dan as a consultant to bring his experience back into my 
business.

Rebecca Delmore

Commercial Director 

Millennium Point



TESTIMONIAL  
Dan came to join my team in January 2019. I work with a large team as Head of Business Development and Marketing for Resorts World Birmingham, it is the only venue of its kind in 
the UK and as my role is on a strategic level working as part of the Senior Management team I have always relied on people to come in and hot the ground running.

I knew on my first meeting with Dan that he was the perfect person to come in and do a great job both in terms of managing the current business, but also that he would shake things 
up, challenge us and ensure that we are constantly growing and developing.

I didn’t go through the normal first stage/second stage interview process as I was that confident in him from my first meeting – and he has never let me down.

Dan hit the ground running, he is self sufficient yet a team player, and has a massive amount of contacts and can therefore bring business and learnings.

Dan created the business and the positioning that transformed us from a hotel with bedrooms and small meeting space to a full event business, whereby we had to increase our 
capacity and widen our offerings. We converted more space to fill this increased demand, and we were constantly seeing growth continue which led to us recruiting more and more 
meetings & events staff to service this demand.

Looking back a lot of what he did could seem obvious, but operationally we were just not able or aware of what was possible, he worked with the teams to ensure we grew and 
developed our skills and offerings to become able. He then developed the multitude of offerings that worked across the hotel, meeting rooms, family entertainment centre, cinema, 
escape rooms and across the NEC Campus.

The NEC campus can is a complex place and communication with key stakeholders was key, Dan successfully built long standing and fruitful relationships with Birmingham Business 
Park, Birmingham Airport, the NEC Group including exhibitions, Arenas the VOX and the ICC. He worked collaboratively with The Hilton Metropole, Bear Grylls Adventure, Crowne 
Plaza and the Moxy Hotel. 

He successfully managed all of our Corporate Relationships to increase occupancy and set up Corporate Rates at the Hotel, he showcased all areas of the Resort including multiple 
restaurants and bars and established new Team Building packages that would appeal to the market.

He was constantly out and about with client meetings and even organised regular spaces in the communal areas to promote the Resort at companies such as TSB, Interserve, Tarmac 
and more.

Each Quarter Dan reported his enquiry value, this was all proactive business that Dan was so passionately out there generating and to see that he produced 3 million in his first year 
was just AWESOME!

I would highly recommend him, and indeed envy any organization that gets Dan on board.

Brid Bickerton 

Head of Marketing and Business Development 

Resorts World, Birmingham 




